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By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
Student Senate members
tonight will vote on a proposed
3.5 percent tuition increase for the
1998 fiscal year, even though the
Tuition and Fee Review
Committee members say they will
not know specifically where the
money would be spent until later
this semester.
“We as a committee will look
to see where the money is needed,
but not until the middle of the
semester,” said committee
chairman Matt Thrun. “But we
can make recommendations on
where we want the money to go
to.”
The increase would raise
tuition to $2,124 for the 1997-98
school year from the $2,052
students pay this year.
Based on this year’s enrollment
figures, the tuition hike would
generate an additional $843,192,
increasing total student tuition
paid to the university to
$24,784,164 a year.
If the senate does not approve
the committee’s recommendation,
senate members could ammend it
as long as their proposed increase
does not drop below 2.5 percent
or exceed 7.5 percent, Student
Body President Jason Anselment.
At last week’s senate meeting,
the committee told senate
members that the tuition increase
will give the university an
additional $36 per student per
semester to help fund repairs in
buildings around campus and to
pay for materials in Booth
Library. 
Thrun said part of the money
will allow the library to continue
periodical  subscriptions. “In the
past, the library has been over
looked because of deferred
maintenance,” he said. 
Thrun said the remaining
money will be spent on
maintenance and repairs on
campus buildings, although he
will not know what buildings
need improvement until the
committee talks to campus
service workers.
“I’m sure there must be a
(deferred maintenance) list
because I’ve seen it,” said Vice
President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken.
Morgan Olsan, vice president
of academic affairs, was not
available for comment Wed-
nesday.
Ted Weidner, the physical plant
director, said virtually every
building on campus needs repair
work, except for Lumpkin Hall.
He said the buildings are in
poor shape. “The pressing
problem with some of the
buildings is the tuck point work
on the stone and brick buildings,”
Weidner said. “The material that
is in between the bricks is
wearing off.”
Weidner said McAfee
Gymnasium has had very little
work done to it in this area. “We
spent $600,000 on the Union to
fix the tuck point in the bricks
and we can easily spend that
much money again on McAfee,”
he said. “The Physical Science
building and Blair Hall need
By CHUCK BURKE
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate Tuesday expressed
discontent with Eastern President David
Jorns’ method of deciding to retain Terry
Weidner as acting provost.
The senate passed a motion expressing
its concern about the appointment of
interim administrative personnel for more
than one year without prior faculty senate
consultation.
Jorns announced at the senate’s Sept. 10
meeting that the search to replace Weidner
would be postponed until next fall and that
Weidner would remain provost until May
1998. The position will have been in an
acting capacity for three years.
“I think that sets a bad precedent,” said
Hal Nordin, senate member.
The senate also passed a motion
commending Weidner for the job he has
done as acting provost and wishing him
well in the future.
Jorns originally postponed the provost
search last September, but he attended a
senate meeting before making the decision
to ensure that there was no great faculty
disapproval, he said. Jorns did not do that
this year.
“They (the senate members) were told
that this was the president’s decision,” said
Gail Richard, senate chair.
Senate Member Lankford Walker raised
disappointment that Jorns did not wait a
week for a faculty reaction to the
postponement.
“You have decisions being made about
the chief academic officer of this
university,” Walker said. “Is there some
reason that this had to be decided on Sept.
10, 1996?”
Senate Member French Fraker said, “I
don’t think the president followed in the
spirit of shared governance.”
The importance of the position mandates
that the senate be informed, Walker said.
“The Faculty Senate is the authoritative
voice of the faculty. We were not consulted
in any way, shape or form,” Walker said.
The senate’s executive committee was
given advance notice that the move was
being considered, but was asked not to
discuss it because the issue was a
confidential, contractual matter, Richard
Senate to vote on tuition
By TRAVIS SPENCER
Editor in chief
Eastern students will have three
fee increases next year, and
another two also could be raised if
the Board of Trustees approves
them next week.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken said the
BOT will vote Monday on a $7
increase for the Textbook Rental
Fee and $3.50 increase for the
Grant-in-Aid Fee. The other three
previously approved fees that will
increase by $5 each in the fiscal
year 1998 are the Athletic Fee,
Computer Technology Fee and the
Health Service Fee.
“Last year the (Board of
Governors) approved a two-year
increase in the Athletic, Health
Service, and Computer Fees,”
Hencken said.
“The Board of Trustees will
vote on the Text Book Rental and
Grant-in-Aid Fee increase next
week.”
The Athletic, Health Service
and Computer Technology fee
increases for next year were
approved by the Student Senate in
a September 1995 meeting and
then later by the BOG. 
The resolution for the fee
increases included a hike in both
fiscal year 1997 and 1998.
The Daily Eastern News failed
to report the approved 1998 fee
increase.
The Textbook Rental Fee,
which will be voted on Monday,
would increase the fee from $65
to $72. Hencken said the fee is
needed because of the rising costs
in books, salary increases and
because a new policy allows
instructors to teach from different
texts than in the past. 
The fee was last increased fall
semester in 1994.
The Grant-in-Aid Fee, if
approved, would increase from
$35.60 to $39.10. The fee
supports scholarships in academic
achievements, athletes, soc-
ially/economically disadvantaged
students, honor students, art,
music, theater arts, journalism,
speech and student leadership.
The fee is increased from
indexing the fee to room and
board increases. The fee was
established in 1982 after a student
body referendum and the approval
from the BOG.
The Athletic Fee increase,
$37.55 to $42.55 per semester,
will give the Athletic Department
m o r e  t h a n  $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  a
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Spreading the word
Bruce Swango (left) , a member of the Gideons International, gives a
Bible to Mike McGrory, a junior journalism major, and Sarah Jeffreys,
a senior environmental biology major, in front of Coleman and
Lumpkin Halls Tuesday morning.
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Russ and Lynda Whitington,
owners of Russ and Lynda’s
restaurant, spent Tuesday im-
mersed in soot and ashes trying to
clean up the remnants of their
restaurant.
A fire consumed the kitchen of
the Charleston restaurant, located
at 503 Lincoln Ave., at 8:28 p.m.
Sunday. The walls inside the
building are now blackened and
sunlight streams through the
ceiling.
The entire rear wall was
demolished from the fire and the
floor is covered with shattered
glass and pieces of insulation.
Everything from the coffee pots to
the soda machines are still in the
same place, but are covered with a
black film from the smoke.
“The back half of the building
is totaled. We lost the chicken
fryers, the coolers, the air
conditioning unit and the carpets,”
said Lynda Whitington. “All the
equipment in the kitchen is gone.”
Whitington said she and her
husband, Russ, spent the day
Jorns’ lone decision causes Faculty Senate disapproval
Fees to increase next year
Restaurant owners
begin fire clean up
See TUITION page 2 See FIRE page 2
See FACULTY page 2
Members unsure where the funds will be spent
See FEES page 2
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similar work done to them.”
He said some of the other repairs
that the buildings need are electri-
cal repairs and window replace-
ments.
“We estimated last year that the
university’s budget was roughly
around $100 million, and that is
exactly how much it will cost to
repair the buildings on campus,”
Weidner said. 
“If the university took all of its
money to repair the campus’ build-
ings, we couldn’t pay anyone any
salaries, we would have to shut off
the heat and air conditioning, and
we couldn’t do any lawn care. It
would take all of that money just to
repair the buildings.”
If the student senate approves the
tuition increase the proposal the
Board of Trustees will discuss it at
its meeting on Monday. The BOT
will meet at 8:30 a.m. in the
University Ballroom in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Deborah Smitley, the associate
director for public affairs for the
Illinois Board of Higher Education,
said the Board of Trustees will pre-
sent the budget request to the
IBHE. The IBHE then will present
a list of budget recommendations to
the Illinois General Assembly at
the beginning of January.
Gov. Jim Edgar will announce
the the budgets for higher educa-
tion when he   presents the state
budget to the Assembly in March.
The state colleges won’t know
how much money the state will
give them until June or July, she
said.
The state in July approved a $6.1
billion for the 1996-97 fiscal year.
Smitley said the schools don’t
receive all of the money that they
requested. “The amount of money
that is given to the different col-
leges varies from institution to
institution,” she said. “There isn’t
an average amount that each school
gets every year.”
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The senate wants to be consulted in such presiden-
tial decisions, though it does not want to infringe on
Jorns’ authority to make administrative appointments,
said John Best, senate member.
The senate Tuesday also announced the slate for
next week’s special election next Wednesday and
Thursday to fill two vacant senate seats.
Senate Member Jayne Ozier will take a one
semester sabbatical in the spring, and Anita Shelton,
former senate member, resigned on Aug. 20.
The six candidates on the ballot include: Heribert
Breidenbach, professor of foreign language; Richard
Hummel, professor of sociology and anthropology;
Robert Jorstad, associate professor of geology and
geography; Patrick M. Lenihan, professor of eco-
nomics; Gail Lockart, assistant professor of educa-
tion; and Howard Price, assistant professor of journal-
ism.
No faculty members from the fine arts have sub-
mitted petitions for the position on the University
Personnel Committee. The dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities will appoint a faculty member to
fill the vacancy.
Faculty voting will take place from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Sept. 25 and 26 in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The balloting will be located in front of the book-
store on Sept. 25 and in the Union walkway Sept. 26.
FACULTY from page one
throwing out the food from the kitchen.
“The health department was here and they tagged everything and
we had to throw it all out,” Whitington said.
Russ and Lynda recently remodeled and purchased all new furni-
ture for the dining area.
“There is a lot of smoke damage and the cotton baffles in the
ceiling are all ruined,” Whitington said. 
“Our collections of chicken (figurines) and trains need to be
cleaned, but should be alright.”
Fire Chief Tom Watson said the fire was caused by the accumu-
lation of grease in the hoods in the kitchen.
“The preliminary damages are estimated at $120,000,” Watson
said. “That figure could be higher if they find more damages.”
Whitington said they learned about the fire from their son Ron,
an Eastern student.
“A person at the Dog n’ Suds across the street called my son
when they saw the fire,” Whitington said. 
“We were the last ones to get here and the fire department had
the fire out when we got here. This is just devastating.”
Whitington said the hardest thing about the fire is going to other
restaurants in town.
“We go into other restaurants and see our customers there,”
Whitington said.
Whitington said Russ and Lynda’s will reopen, but she is not
sure how long it will take to rebuild the kitchen, but she is estimat-
ing about two to three months.
“We are shooting for Thanksgiving,” Whitington said.
“We have to order everything and it depends on how long things
will take to get in.” 
Commissioner John Winnett is a regular at Russ and Lynda’s.
“It’s a shame because everybody used to gather there on Sunday
mornings and have coffee,” Winnett said.
“We’ll probably go to Trail’s End for now, but we’ll be back
FIRE from page one
TUITION
from page one a year added to their fee revenueof more than $875,000 for fiscal
year 1998. The total Athletic
Department income for 1996-97
was $1,597,500.
At least 80 percent of next
year’s increase is to go toward
compliance with Title IX under
the senate resolution passed last
year. 
The Health Service Fee
increase, $22.30 to $27.30 per
semester, is to be used for reduc-
ing a deficit as a result of salary
increases, purchasing air condi-
tioning and payments to retired
workers. The senate passed the
fee hike under the restrictions
that no fee money be used to pur-
chase cable television in the
Health Services facility.
The senate also stated in its
resolution that another Athletic
and Health Service Fee increase
could not be established through
the year 2000.
The Computer Technology Fee
increase, $20 to $25 per
semester, is to go toward com-
puter technology updating.
FEES from page one
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By DEANA POOLE
Staff writer
Recruiting more males to even
out the male to female ratio at
the university is not a priority,
said Frank Hohengarten, dean of
enrollment.
This year’s enrollment figures
show that Eastern’s campus is
made of 58 percent females and
42 percent males.
“We have strong programs,
even outstanding programs, in
fields like education that tradi-
tionally attract more female
applicants than male applicants,”
Hohengarten said.
Hohengarten said he thinks
because Eastern lacks programs
in fields such as engineering and
agriculture, males are less likely
to apply.
“The programs you have dic-
tate who is going to apply,” and
right now “the university is not
in the position to add any pro-
grams,” he said.
But some students think
Eastern should try to even out
the number of males and females
at the university.
Becky Crutcher, a freshman
zoology major, said, “There
should be an even ratio of males
and females on campus. They
should add more programs that
would attract more guys.”
Freshman undecided major
Melissa Lambert said, “It seems
like there are more things for
females to do on campus. They
should focus on more male ori-
ented programs.”
Shelly Flock, director of infor-
mation, said, “In the time that
I’ve been here, I have seen a
trend of more women than men.”
Mark Ahern, a junior finance
major, said, “I always heard that
there were more females, but that
had no effect on my decision to
come here.”
Mike Blandford, a sophomore
physical education major, said
the uneven male to female ratio
on campus does not matter.
“Girls seem to complain more
about it because it is harder for
them to get a date,” Blandford
said.
“Eastern is as good, if not the
best educational college in the
state,” Hohengarten said. “As
long as those programs are
strong and big and as long as
they continue to be more attrac-
tive to females than they are to
males, then we are going to have
more female students than male
students.”
Male, female ratio not a campus priority
AT GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC...EVERYTHING’S FREE!
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By CRISTY MELVIN
Staff writer
A new student group, the Campus Improvement
Task Force, was formed by the administration to
consider the feasibility of campus improvements
suggested by students.
The task force will examine alternative meth-
ods of funding student-suggested improvements to
the campus such as constructing a 24-hour acces-
sible computer lab, adding a multi-purpose recre-
ation course and adding a food court to the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Jason Anselment, student body president and
committee spokesperson, said the committee will
focus on good suggestions that have not been fol-
lowed up on because of lack of funding.
“The list being compiled by this task force con-
sists of these types of improvements, which, with-
out a new fee, will not likely be funded in the near
future,” Anselment said.
The students on the committee have been work-
ing off a list of project proposals to determine
which would benefit the most students at a rea-
sonable cost. The task force meets at 8 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Sharer Room of the Union.
“We tried to sit down and get as many people
across campus as we could,” Anselment said.
“There are no requirements to be on the commit-
tee, and we welcome any input and anyone who
would like to come to the meetings.”
The task force will hold informational meetings
on campus to present the final list to the student
body. Students will vote on a new fee increase
that would allow the university to issue bonds and
complete the projects within four years.
Anselment said the committee will determine
whether a project should be added to the final list
by the following criteria: will the improvement
require a new fee, will the improvement be easily
noticed by students and has there been a consider-
able demand for the project in the past.
Anselment stressed that the task force is con-
sidering the proposals of other students and do not
hold an opinion on any of the proposals.
“I want to emphasize that the committee’s posi-
tion on the proposals is one of indifference,”
Anselment said. “We are organized for informa-
tional purposes only.”
The committee consists of the following stu-
dents:  Angie Churchil l ,  Greg Pipkin,  Matt
Donoho, Travis Spencer, Robin Williams, Jennifer
Daulby, Brian Anderson, Jim Brosam II and
Anselment.
Anyone wishing to propose an improvement for
the task force’s consideration should contact
Anselment at 581-5522, or contact any other task
force members.
Task force to focus on campus
improvement suggestions,  ideas
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
Student Senate members tonight will discuss a
bylaw change, which was tabled at last week’s
meeting, that would prevent the senate secretary
from being paid for her position.
Tonight’s meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
This will be the third week that the senate
members have discussed this bylaw change.
“I don’t know how senate members will vote on
this bylaw change,” said Jeff Zilch, senate speak-
er. “Student senate members want to do justice for
students around campus and it depends on the dif-
ferent senate members’ views.”
The bylaw change states that the senate secre-
tary works five hours in the Student Government
office and is paid minimum wage for typing the
minutes and agendas for every senate meeting.
The current senate secretary is also a senate
member. Because senate members also have to put
in one hour a week in the Student Government
office, some senate members are concerned that
the secretary may be getting paid for the office
hours required of all senate members.
The senate also will decide whether to approve
a resolution that would transfer $800 from its bud-
get  to fund Speak Your Mind,  a  Student
Government-sponsored event.
Zilch said if senate members approve the reso-
lution, $500 will be taken out of its budget under
the line item for food and supplies and $300
would be taken out of the line item for promotions
and programs in order to supply the event.
The money will be used to buy pizzas for the
students and to make surveys for the students to
fill out. “The surveys are informative questions on
how they feel about student senate and issues that
are occurring around campus,” said Nora Strong,
vice president for student affairs.
The event will be from 12 to 3 p.m. Sept. 25 in
the Booth Library Quad.
Senate members also will approve appointments
for boards and councils, Zilch said.
Senate secretary bylaw change
to be voted on at meeting tonight
“In the time that I’ve been here, I have seen a
trend of more women than men.”
–Shelly Flock,
director of information
“
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“Obviously, a man’s judgment cannotbe better than the information on
which he has based it.
–Arthur Hays Sulzberger
today’s quote
Senate should ask
questions before
voting on tuition hike
Black colleges lack aspects of diversity
Student Senate members need to ask several
questions tonight before they vote on a proposed
3.5 percent tuition increase that would raise tuition
to $2,124 for the fiscal year 1998. Currently stu-
dents pay $2,052 in tuition.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the Arcola-
Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union to discuss the proposal.
So far, student senate members do not have
much information on
which they can base their
decision.
At last week’s student
senate meeting, President David Jorns and Vice
President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken said this
increase was the lowest tuition hike students have
faced since 1990. But they didn’t say that last
year’s 4.3 percent tuition increase was the largest
among the former Board of Governors schools.
Jorns and Hencken also told senate members that
the additional $36 would help pay for building
repairs and material in Booth Library. They also
stopped short of telling senate members specifically
how and where the money would be spent.
How much money will be spent to repair class-
rooms? How much money will be spent to repair
Booth Library? How much money will be spent on
office equipment in Old Main? How much money
will be used to help pay for study abroad stipends
for the faculty? The Administration hasn’t provided
senate members or The News with any of this infor-
mation.
The Tuition and Fee Review Committee mem-
bers haven’t provided the senate with any more
details than the administration. “This is the smallest
increase we can do and still maintain the quality of
the university,” said committee chairman Matt
Thrun. But he can’t even say what exactly is being
maintained.
Committee members and administrators say they
are waiting for Edgar to announce Eastern’s budget
in the spring before deciding how to spend student
tuition money. But Governor Jim Edgar didn’t even
approve Eastern’s $6.1 million budget for the 1997
fiscal year until June.
Senate members tonight need to ask questions
and direct questions to the Tuition and Fee Review
Committee.  They need to find out specifically how
and where students’ tuition money will be spent –
but not until their questions are answered as com-
pletely as possible should they vote.
Editorial
Dear editor:
School Pride?
I am writing in response to the
recent action taken by the Campus
Police officers at last Saturday’s
football game. 
First of all, is throwing marsh-
mallows a problem? All throughout,
sports fans have shown their support
for their  teams in unique ways.
Whether it is painting their chests,
wearing cheese hats or throwing
marshmallows after a touchdown. I
believe this is Eastern students’
harmless way of showing support
for their nationally ranked Panthers.
In defense of the offended band
members, no one should be subject-
ed to flying projectiles. Band mem-
bers spend countless hours practic-
ing their  music to entertain the
crowd only to have marshmallows
thrown at them. Don’t throw marsh-
mallows at the band.
It has taken too long for Eastern’s
football team to develop a success-
ful  program. With this  success,
more students are attending the
games to show their school pride.
Eastern football games, the only
successful bar alternative, have
become fun and exciting to attend.
Don’t stop going to the games and
don’t stop throwing marshmallows.
Michael Patterson
senior social science major
Dear editor:
I would like to extend a much
needed thank you to all the members
of the Eastern moving crew for all
their stair climbing, freight lifting,
computer delivering, file cabinet
wrestling, desk building, piano mov-
ing, event set-up and tear-downs and
of the other literally back breaking
labor that may go unnoticed but not
unappreciated.
These are the people that deliver,
literally .. .  they deliver the new
Gateway, Apple and Dell personal
computers and every other piece of
freight to every nook and cranny on
this campus. 
Things such as this, that we take
for granted and may go unnoticed
need to be recognized. We could not
do our jobs without  you.  Once
again, thank you Eastern moving
crew. Your hard work is greatly
appreciated.
Tim Lewis
Information Technology
Services, Network Operations
your turnMarshmallow-throwers
should still  attend
home football games
Eastern moving crew
should be recognized
for  work, dedication
Rumbling bass drums, bellow-
ing tubas, trumpeting trumpets
and multi-colored uniforms all
high-stepping in unison across a
football field convinced me to
attend a historically black college.
Before graduating from high
school, I had already decided that
I would attend a historically black
college. I anticipated attending
Morehouse, Howard or Grambling
State University because they
were the most popular black col-
leges at the time – and I was searching for a marching band
scholarship.
In my mind, attending an historically black college would
isolate me from prejudice and discrimination, educate me
further about African and Black American history, promote
a comfortable social atmosphere and, last but not least, give
me the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to participate in a
black marching band that had achieved national notoriety.
I was fortunate enough to fulfill this “dream” before
attending Eastern Illinois University - but Eastern has
placed me in an atmosphere closer to that of the real world.
A front page story in Sunday’s Chicago Tribune reads,
“College Keeps In Step With Legacy.” In short, the story
focused on issues concerning predominantly black colleges
becoming more “color blind,” focusing on the admissions
policies at universities such as Grambling State. The story
went on to illustrate the historical significance of why black
colleges came into existence ... but later posed the question
whether there is a need for black colleges today?
Historically black colleges are continuing a legacy and
serve as a “new beginning” for many students that wouldn’t
otherwise get a second chance. According to the story,
instead of requiring a minimum score on college admissions
tests, Grambling “considers a student’s background and high
school experience.”
In certain circumstances, historically black colleges are
more accommodating to the needs
of minorities as opposed to histor-
ically white colleges. Also,
minorities tend to be more
involved on campuses where they
constantly witness other minori-
ties participating.
There are two sides to every
story, but there is one side of this
story that I couldn’t erase from
my mind. A student attending
Grambling State University was
quoted,”I feel less comfortable
around people that are not the same culture as me. They
don’t know me. But I feel comfortable here. When I’m here,
I have a big impact ... I say what I feel.”
This single quote inspired this column.
A tremendous part of the “college experience” is getting
to know and appreciate others from all walks of life. It’s
more difficult to shed your ignorance about different cul-
tures without seeing and interacting with different people.
From the first semester I attended Eastern, I was immedi-
ately introduced to a “difference” ... but this difference has
had a positive impact on me. I’ve learned to interact with
different people professionally and socially – something that
was missing from my experience at a predominantly black
institution.
I am not criticizing historically black colleges, nor glam-
orizing historically white colleges, just reflecting on how
my decision to transfer to this university helped to mold me
into a more diverse person. I went from interacting with all
black students to forming relationships with blacks, whites,
Asians, Native Americans and Hispanics, within one
semester.
Take full advantage of this college experience and appre-
ciate the subtle “pluses” this university has to offer.   
–Omar Headen is a regular columnist for The Daily
Eastern News. 
OMAR HEADEN
Regular columnist
“ ... Eastern has
placed me in an
atmosphere
closer to that of
the real world.”
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At the Sept. 7 Eastern home football
game I was sitting in Row 26 near the flag
pole enjoying the game. I hoped I would be
lucky enough to sit in an area where no one
would smoke. I had no such luck. I was
there not even five minutes before I inhaled
my first breath of cancer-causing, second-
hand smoke. I saw the puffs of smoke about
20 spectators down the row from me.
It frustrated me that every time I inhaled
smoke, I was distracted from watching the
exciting game and had to look around for
the people who were smoking. I did not
want to leave my seat and miss part of the
action-filled game in order to get an usher or
police officer to ask the smokers to put out
their cigarettes.
At halftime, I went under the bleachers
and told a police officer about the situation.
I explained that even though the sports
announcer had said there is no smoking
allowed, several people were still smoking. I
told him my throat
gets very irritated
and sore when I am
exposed to second-
hand smoke. I told
him the smokers
were at the far end
of the bleachers in
row 26.  He told
me he would talk to
his sergeant about it. I expressed my appre-
ciation for whatever he could do and
returned to my seat to watch the second half
of the football game. The smoking contin-
ued.  Every other breath I took was filled
with smoke. It was disgusting!
I was angry that the smoking ban was not
being enforced. The lack of enforcement
makes a mockery of the democratic voting
process that the students of Eastern, myself
included, took part in during spring 1995.
The campus, by majority vote, approved the
no-smoking policy, yet, enforcement,
remains nonexistent in such cases. It does
not make sense to have a policy and not
enforce it. 
The no-smoking policy states that smok-
ing is prohibited in university buildings
(with some exceptions), in door entry ways,
in university vehicles and at all university
events, including football games and con-
certs.
I believe smokers have every right to
smoke. At the same time, however, I believe
non-smokers have a right to clean air and
that this right takes precedence over the
smoker's right to smoke. Several recent
court decisions have stated the same view.
As the second half of the game started,
what made me even more frustrated was
seeing that the police officer I spoke to
about the smoking was now standing on the
track with another police officer watching
the game. They both stood there doing noth-
ing but watch the game for the third and
fourth periods as I, and others, continued to
inhale the second-hand smoke from a group
of smokers who, besides having no respect
for the no-smoking policy, did not care what
inconvenience and pain their disgusting
habit caused those downwind. After the
game, I went home with a painful sore
throat that lasted several hours.
Apparently, the officer forgot what his job
was or was too lazy to actually do some
work! I haven't seen such a disregard for
responsibility since the Republicans in
Congress shut the government down, locked
workers out of their jobs and then decided to
pay them for work they never did!
Hopefully, the officer will re-read his
job's duties and find out he is supposed
to serve the public. Also, I hope this col-
umn will compel Eastern to start enforc-
ing the no smoking policy, a year late or
not.
No-smoking policy not enforced at Panther football games
The Clinton admin-
istration’s foreign pol-
icy can be likened to a
rudderless ship lost in
a turbulent sea ... from
Bosnia to the Taiwan
Straits, Somalia to Li-
beria, Haiti  and
Nigeria, to the delayed
expansion of NATO to
some members of the
former Soviet block. 
This policy lacks coherency
even though its purpose is lofty.
Foreign policy is supposed to
advance national interest not
individual schemes. Unfor-
tunately, the “amen corner” is
applauding the administration’s
decision to extend the No-Fly
Zone from the 32nd parallel
over Iraq to the 33rd. America
is understood to stand for the
sovereignty of nation-states
within demarcated borders.
Why, then, is it contributing to
the dismemberment of Iraq into
Kurdish north, sunni Arab cen-
ter and shia Arab south?
A commitment was made to
the Bosnians and the Kurds at
the Dayton conference and at
the end of the Gulf War. The
Kurdish agreement is known as
`Operation Provide Comfort.’
This agreement had to be aban-
doned as soon as Turkey, a
NATO ally, invaded Iraqi
Kurdistan earlier this year. The
credibility of the only remain-
ing superpower becomes ques-
tionable in the eyes of the allies
as long as actions by the United
States in the region remain
selective.
No wonder the Kurdish Dem-
ocratic Party asked Saddam
Hussein for help at a time of
imminent defeat in the hands of
the Union of Kurdistan support-
ed by Iran, an arch rival of the
United States in the Persian
Gulf. Iran is a nation that is
regarded as an
exporter of Islamic
fundamenta l i sm,
financier of Hez-
bollah, the Party of
God and an alleged
sponsor of terrorism
in the world.
A strategic bal-
ance? Is the securi-
ty of Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait the reason for the
extension of the No-Fly-Zone
and the current build-up of U.S.
troops in the region?  The Arab
masses of the Gulf and Middle
East see this as a drive toward
American hegemony in the
region. Their leaders, we are
told, refuse to support this pre-
sent action for fear of destabi-
lization from radical Islamic
fundamentalists within their
borders. This should be a vari-
able among the many consid-
ered by the administration for
any actions against Iraq.
The United Nations resolu-
tions 688 and 788 did not man-
date for unilateral actions but
for multilateral ones. However,
it seems America is thumbing
its nose at the UN Secretary
General Butros Butros-Ghali,
whom it does not want for
another term of office when
America’s allies do. A balance
must be sought for the strategic
role oil  plays in America’s
national interest.
Irbil and Sulaimaniyah are
enclaves of Kurdish refugees.
These are a people who pose
problems to Turkey, Syria, Iran
and Iraq. They are a people
without a country, hunted on all
sides of the great divide,
between Arabs and Persians.
After World War I, all guaran-
tees from the allies to the Kurds
have not been kept. America’s
commitment to the Kurds must
be fulfilled.
U.S. foreign policy
seems ready to sink
OLATOYE BAIWEYU
Guest columnist
KEVIN FRANKEN
Guest columnist
Driving into Charleston, many travelers,
students and occupants pass a "Welcome to
Charleston" sign. As an African-American
freshmen who has only lived in the area a
short time, I do not feel welcome at all. As
a matter of fact, the welcome is pushed to
the back of my mind and exchanged for
"WATCH OUT." When three incidents
occurred last week, like Dorothy I realized I
was not in Kansas anymore.
On campus, everyone I have encountered is very
friendly. I sense Eastern has worked hard to promote
racial harmony among the students. It is when I step
off campus, I am met with rude attitudes, mean
glares and harsh words.
I went into town to a service station to have air
put in my car's tires and the tail light fixed. I asked
the man how much air would cost, later learning
that I could have put the air in myself.  He said,
"This ain't Chicago, we don't charge for air." I then
wondered why he had assumed I was from Chicago
since my home town is Bloomington.
A couple days later, my car's tire blew out on the
highway, forcing my roommate and I to hitch a ride
back to school with some students who were travel-
ing through town. I called the same service station
from before, and someone told me it would be
towed that night and repaired in the morning. The
next morning, the attendant from before called and
told me the total price was $67. I told him that
would be fine, and I could be in to pick it up.
Getting a ride from a friend, we went to the station.
I asked if my car was ready and the attendant said,
"Yes."
My roommate and I crossed the street to the auto-
mated teller machine and withdrew $80. When I
went back, the lady told me that my total was $135,
which shocked me. She brought the mechanic out,
and I reminded him that he called me that morning
with a total price of $67. Now the price had dou-
bled. He said I should have known that towing was
going to cost more.  We argued, but eventually I
paid what they asked. What I did not understand
was how this man could yell at me over a mistake
he committed and never apologize. I dismissed this
incident as a rude encounter.
The second incident took place when
I went to town to start a bank account
at a bank where my parents could
deposit money from home. Sitting for
about ten minutes in the lobby of a
bank in town, I made eye contact with
an employee, who seemed to be having
a social phone conversation. A
Caucasian woman came in the door and
stood at the front desk. Seeing her, the employee
ended her phone conversation and approached her.
Thinking we had been forgotten, I interjected and
said, "Excuse me ma'am, I think we were next."
Rolling her eyes, she told me she would be with us
as soon as she knew what the other woman needed.
I wanted to take my business elsewhere, but this is
the only Charleston bank that has another branch in
my home town. Finally, another employee helped
us. I just dismissed this as an unfriendly encounter.
The last incident was the most heinous of all and
it happened when three friends and I crossed the
street to Hardee's one night. A black truck sped by
us, and the driver yelled, "Get out of the street, you
f---ing niggers." I could not dismiss this incident as
anything but blatant hatred and racism.
I read in The Daily Eastern News that minority
enrollment is down this year. How can Eastern
expect to bring more minorities to the campus when
the surrounding community is ignorant? I am sure
that not everyone in Charleston is prejudice. But I
am also sure that these three incidents happened in a
time span of one week. It is scary to think of what
could happen in one year. It is also frightening that
many minorities were not shocked when I told them
what had happened. They told me such incidents
occur very often.
When discussing these matters with my father, he
asked if I had told anyone. But who could I tell?
Well, I decided to tell you, the readers.
Eastern's organizations, Student Government and
students in general do many things on campus. Even
though different cultures on campus get along,
maybe these groups should venture out into the
community to promote cultural awareness.
Freshman welcomed with racial tension
LIZ HALBERT
Guest columnist
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NO   COVER   LADIES
50¢ $150
$100
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caring
about
women’s
health
one woman
at a time
obstetrics and
gynecological services
1000 Health Center Drive
P.O. Box 372 • Mattoon, IL 61938-0372
maria horvat, m.d.
Deerpath Medical
P.O. Box 482
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345- or 235-2727
william houseworth, m.d.
102 W. Buchanan Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345-3830
hong c. lin, m.d.
500 Health Center Dr.
Suite 201
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 348- or 258-4030
rick miller, d.o.
500 Health Center Dr.
Suite 201
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 348- or 258-4030
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Alternative Night
Featuring DJ Andy Miles
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By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Charleston City Commissioners
Tuesday night discussed whether
an old water tower in Charleston
should be removed and sold for
$10,000.
A new, taller water tower has
been built at the same location, at
Lafferty Nature Park on Douglas
Avenue, and the city received an
offer from a company to pay
$10,000 for the old water tower
and use it in another city.
The council agreed to have an
engineer explore the possibility of
still using the old water and to
make sure there will be enough
water pressure in the new tower to
pump the water.
“We can decide not to sell to the
company if we see a problem,”
Mayor Dan Cougill said. “If we
don’t need to tear it down, we
won’t.”
The new water system being
installed will be a loop of flowing
water throughout the city and
requires the new higher tower to
help pump the water.
Commissioner John Winnett
questioned the need to tear down
the old tower and was concerned
the other towers in town also
would be torn down.
“This tower is our newest tower,
it was built 24 years ago and I hate
to see it torn down,” Winnett said.
“We could use the tower for
reserve and have all that water
stored in case of a fire.”
The new tower was built about
100 feet from the old tower.
Water tower questioned 
By JULIE BROWN
Staff writer
Eastern’s Child Care Resource
and Referral Project will be host-
ing an open house to announce
the new location of their offices
in Rooms 107 and 107B in
Klehm Hall.
The open house will be held
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Thursday. Refreshments such as
cookies, punch and coffee will be
served.
The child care project has
expanded within the past five and
a half years, requiring more
space, said Jackie Swango, a
child care resource specialist at
Eastern. The old location, Room
217 in Klehm Hall, has been
transformed into a lab room.
Jackie Schaefer, assistant direc-
tor of the resource and referral
project, said the growth of the
office is evident through the
increase of people using the
resource lending library.
One of the main motives of the
organization is to “promote quali-
ty child care,” Schaefer said.
The center also provides infor-
mation on child care for Eastern’s
faculty and staff members.
This includes a licensed day
care center, licensed and license-
exempt family child care homes,
preschool programs, Head Start
programs, before and after school
programs, summer programs for
children, resources for finding an
in-home child care provider and
temporary student child care
providers.
Child care open house set
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
inThe DailyEasternNews
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
DOUG
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By JOE PRISCO
Staff writer
The University Club, a social
club primarily for Eastern’s
faculty and staff, is holding a
membership  dr ive  to  boost
membership and inform people
about the club.
The club, which is also open
to retirees, spouses and friends,
will host their annual fall mem-
bership drive from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m.  Thursday a t  E.L.
Krackers.
Patty Butler, president of the
University Club, said the mem-
bership drive is open to any
Eastern faculty or staff member
to come out and have fun.
“It will be a no commitment,
no pressure ,  fun f i l led
evening,” Butler said.
There is no charge to attend
and hors d’oeuvres and non-
alcohol ic  beverages  wil l  be
available.
Enrollment is steadily grow-
ing every year,  But ler  said .
“We’re always looking for new
members,” she said.
Butler said she expects the
number of new members, based
on sign-up calls, to be about the
same as last year.
The University Club plans
one or  two socia l  events  a
month for members. 
Activities range from tailgat-
ing before an Eastern football
game to setting up and planning
of a 50s and 60s night, where
all participants dress in styles
from that era.
“We’re  about  jus t  having
fun,” Butler said.
The club’s membership fee is
$28 a year or $16 a semester.
Non-members can still attend
the events ,  but  must  pay an
admission charge.
Faculty club to hold membership drive
By ANNA BETZELBERGER
Staff writer
A performance group from
Chicago will add a new and dif-
ferent twist to reciting poetry.
David Hernandez and the
Street Sounds will be performing
at 8 p.m. today in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Their act has been described
as poetry with music, multicul-
tural and social aspects of life
mixed with humor, said Lucy
Gomes, adviser for minority
affairs.
Street Sounds, a band com-
prised of five men, plays the
music while Hernandez reads his
poetry, said Beryl Zitch, agent of
engagements for Hernandez. He
works closely with Street Sounds
and composes some of his own
music.
“It is a unique sound,” Zitch
said.
Hernandez’s poetry deals with
life experiences and observations
of people and places, Zitch said.
He has been known as the “unof-
ficial poet laureate of Chicago.”
“Street Sounds is a group of
musicians who blend Latin, jazz
and folk music together to create
original music,” Zitch said.
“(The group) was founded in
1972.”
The members of Street Sounds
all come from different back-
grounds and are making their
debut performance at Eastern,
Zitch said.
“This is the first time that he
has been to Eastern,” said Jam
Bagwanedee, University Board
Lectures coordinator. “We are
hoping for a good turnout and we
are looking forward to it.”
Hernandez also performs with-
out Street Sounds at campuses,
cafes and open microphone ses-
sions, Zitch said.
Hernandez, who has received
awards for his work, is excited to
be coming to Eastern, Zitch said.
This event is sponsored by the
University Board and the cost to
attend is $1 for students  and $3
for general public.
Music and poetry make Street Sounds MIS OPPORTUNITIES
a leading manufacturer of 
electronic and communication
products in the south suburbs of Chicago, 
continues to expand.  This growth has created
several opportunities for new graduates with
excellent skills and an enthusiastic attitude.
will be on campus on 
September 30 and October 1.
Please contact your placement office for more
details on our information night and interview
schedule.
Panduit
Panduit
If you are interested in a career as a
Programmer Analyst
Network Analyst
TODAY ONLY!
$5.98
USED CDs
Breadsticks 99¢  •   Breadsticks 99¢  •   Breadsticks 99¢   •   Breadsticks 99¢
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TM
348-5454
2 Large
1 Topping
Pizzas
$1099+tax
1 Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599+tax
Chicken Wings 
10  for $399
or
5 for $199
Hot sauce Now Available
Add sauces - 
Blue Cheese
Ranch or BBQ
OR
Suburban Express is pleased to announce:
Suburban Express has been serving EIU since 1985. Suburban Express left the
Union in December 1995, to provide higher-quality service to EIU passengers.
• Only ONE STOP before proceeding to 
Oakbrook and Woodfield
• NO TRANSFER at U of I
• Faster Service!  Leaves AFTER the
Union’s bus and arrives BEFORE the
Union’s bus (How? Fewer stops!)
• Friday:  Leaves EIU at 3:15pm
Arrives Oakbrook at 6:45 pm
Arrives Woodfield at 7:20 pm
• Sunday:  Leaves Woodfield at 5:10 pm
Leaves Oakbrook at 5:45 pm
Arrives EIU 9:15 pm
• 2:10 pm bus still serves all stops
Express Bus
to Oakbrook & Woodfield
Suburban Express
Next to Jerry’s Pizza
345-5880
New!
LYMPICS
AMILY
PECIALS
F F
O
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••Volunteers Needed••
Volunteer Meeting 
in Coleman Auditorium
at 5:45 pm • September 19
Please Come!
We need volunteers to be a “Friend•For•A•Day” at
Lake Land College From 8:00am to 3:00pm.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1996
Forms to volunteer are available in 1018 IH.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS- lose
8-100 lbs. New metabolism break
through. Guaranteed results.
100% natural. $35 cost. 1-800-
666-3843.
_______________________9/18
DAIRY QUEEN NOW HIRING
for lunch hours. Apply after 1
p.m., 20 State Street.
______________________9/27
FARM HELP NEEDED.
Experience preferred. Call after
3:00 or leave message. 345-
5509/348-8906
______________________9/25
F/T TEACHER POSITIONS in
new day care center for evening
shift. Early ed. classes required.
Call 234-8889 or 235-6531
______________________9/18
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
______________________12/9
NEED TUITION MONEY? PIZZA
MONEY or extra cash? Be an
Avon ind. representative. Earn
free products, Call 345-4197.
______________________9/26
AVAIL/HIRING FT./PT. HAB
AIDES @ $6.80 to $8.61, & 20
cents raise after 90 days. Also
hiring activity aides, program-
mers, cooks, dishwashers, &
laundry aides @ $5.50 to $6.76.
Flexible hrs. Health/Life ins. +
exe. ben. for FT positions. Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. E.O.E.
______________________12/6
BOTANY MAJORS AND ANY-
ONE INTERESTED IN WORK-
ING AT A GARDEN
CENTER/NURSERY FOR THE
FALL SEASON. Must like work-
ing outdoors and be available
weekends. Heavy l i f t ing is
required! If you have at least 4
consecutive hours of free time,
3-4 days a week, and want to
earn some money. Apply
between 8 a.m.-5 p.m. at Four
Seasons Garden Center South
4th Street Charleston.
______________________9/19
BRAIN’S PLACE Help Wanted.
Apply in person.  2100 Broadway
Mattoon 234-4151
______________________9/20
MAKE UP TO $1,000 IN ONE
WEEK! Motivated Student orga-
nizations (Fraternities, Sororities,
ect.) Needed for marketing pro-
ject. Call Larry at 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/2
SPRING BREAK ‘97 EARN
CASH! HIGHEST COMMIS-
SIONS. TRAVEL FREE
ON......ONLY 13 SALES!!!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE FREE INFO
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1-
800-426-7710 WWW.SUN-
SPLASHTOURS.COM
_______________________10/9
COUPLE INTERESTED IN PRO-
VIDING LOVING HOME FOR
CHILD. If you are considering
adoption, please call our attorney
collect @217-345-6099 and refer-
ence Steve or Becky. Thank you.
_______________________9/18
**SOPHOMORE FEMALE
NEEDS ROOMMATE.
MCARTHUR MANOR (4TH ST.)
$210/MO. CONTACT MELISSA
@ 345-3915**
_______________________9/18
JUST ARRIVING FROM COL-
ORADO. Need 1-2 roommates
for Oct.-Dec. and /or Spring ‘97. 3
BR house at $180.00 each. Call
landlord at 342-3475
_______________________9/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
Spring Semester `97. Own room
Harrison Ave. Call Kendall at
345-1603.
_______________________9/23
FEMALE RENTER FOR SPRING
‘97 semester. Own room w/utili-
t ies, close to campus. Call
Camille 345-4871
_______________________9/19
AVAILABLE NOW 2 BDR.
Furnished apartment. Water,
Trash included $420/month. 1 yr.
lease. No pets. Call 348-7746
_______________________12/9
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
available now for 1-2 students at
$180 each. Call 342-3475
_______________________9/12
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. NO
PETS. 217-932-4760.
_______________________9/19
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES. 1/2 prices
til May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
STUDENT HOUSING FOR 3.
$275 PER STUDENT. Utilities
included in Mattoon. 258-6066 or
258-6063.
_______________________9/23
4 BR HOUSE AVAILABLE. Now
or spring semester 3 to 4 per-
sons. 953 Division. 235-4761.
_______________________9/19
M&M STORAGE 2701
CHARLESTON Ave. Mattoon, Il.
61938 5 x 12 units $25/mo. Call
235-6634
_______________________9/23
OVATION ELECTRIC/ACOUSTIC
guitar. Excellent cond. Call Joe
345-9523
_______________________9/20
1985 YAMAHA 750 (RED)
$1,000. Call 581-6142.
_______________________9/18
FOUND A PAIR OF PRESCRIP-
TION GLASSES IN UNIVERSITY
COURT PARKING LOT, NEXT
TO HAMPTON BUILDING. Call
Ronny 581-8121 to claim.
_______________________9/18
FOUND-SET OF BICYCLE
LOCK KEYS ON 9/16 NEAR
KLEHM HALL BICYCLE RACK.
TO CLAIM CALL 345-4924.
_______________________9/20
SIGMA PI’S: Get ready for the
BEACH BASH tonight. It’s gonna
be a HOT one! Love, the Delta
Zeta’s.
_______________________9/19
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 1/2 prices til
May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN SCI-FI/FANTA-
SY to start campus organization.
Contact Ann at
cualm9@ecom.ecn.bgu.edu or
384-4988.
_______________________9/18
EIU HAS ALWAYS BEEN A
CHAMPION CAMPUS! For the
best selection of CHAMPION
clothing- shop at TOKENS for
sweatshirts, hats, t-shirts, mesh
workout shorts, and EIU athletic
jackets. Wear the look of a
CHAMPION.
______________________10/17
ATTN. HOMECOMING CHAIRS:
PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR POMP
ORDERS TO TOKENS BY MON-
DAY, SEPTEMBER 30-ASK FOR
IRA. WE HAVE COLOR CHARTS
AND THE BEST SERVICE
INCLUDING GROUP DIS-
COUNTS AVAILABLE.
_______________________9/30
GINA CECCHI OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congrats on being nomi-
nated Sigma Chi Derby Darling.
Good Luck! I’m so proud to be
your Lil Sis! Sigma Kappa Love
and Mine, Mandy
_______________________9/19
SUSAN STIPP AND JENNIFER
CASEY OF DELTA ZETA:
Welcome to the Gamma Nu
Chapter at EIU! We’re looking for-
ward to a great year! Love, your
sisters.
_______________________9/18
WOMEN’S RUGBY: KEEP
WORKING HARD! IT WILL PAY
OFF THIS WEEKEND WHEN
WE BEAT U OF I AND SIU. BE
READY TO SCRIMMAGE AT
PRACTICE ON WEDNESDAY
_______________________9/18
CONGRATULATIONS TO AMIE
TORBERT on receiving the Delta
Zeta President’s Award. Your sis-
ters are happy for you!
_______________________9/18
JODEE RUNYON OR SHOULD
WE SAY JODELLE NELL!
Congratulations on getting
engaged to Brad! We are very
happy for you! Love, your
roomies
_______________________9/18
WOMEN’S RUGBY!! PLAY
HARD SATURDAY AGAINST U
OF I AND SIU. LET’S KICK
SOEM BUTT!
_______________________9/18
JILL DEREIRDI: HAPPY 19TH
BIRTHDAY! You’re good enough,
smart enough, and gosh darn it,
people like you! Love ya, Jen
______________________9/18
CORTNEY SHANE- HAPPY
20TH BIRTHDAY! You best get
that drinking tolerance up by next
year biddy! Lots of love, your
singing canary
_______________________9/18
DELTA SIGMA PHI INFORMAL
RUSH tonight in Greek Court
house from 6-8 p.m.
_______________________9/18
NATIONAL ALCOHOL AWARENESS Month planning meeting today
from 4:30-5:30 pm in Panther Lair North. Bring ideas to put on
Calendar or call Holly X-7015.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity Inc. Silk Boxer Auction tonight at 9:00
pm in Greek Court.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Keep your eyes open for a golden sunset and
blue skies coming near you.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA meeting today at 5:30 pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon Rm. Call Kim @ 8146 if you cannot attend. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ADVISORY Council (GSAC) meeting today at
2:00 pm in the Paris Room in Union. All graduate students welcome.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA/Pre-Law Society meeting today at 3 pm in CH
121.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Evening Service tonight at 7 pm.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Bible study tonight at 8 pm at
the Immanuel Lutheran Church-Across form the Tarble Arts Center.
THOMAS HALL COUNCIL meeting tonight at 8 pm in the Party room
in Thomas Hall. We’ll cover Homecoming, Football game, and any
other suggestion that you may have. Question contact Ira X-2588.
GAMMA PHI PI (A New Christian Sorority) All Campus Barbecue
Social Sept. 21st from 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm in the African American
Cultural Center.   Everyone is Welcome, free food, pop, and chips.
UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS meeting Mon. Sept 23. Call Kevin at 6148
or Chris 348-8920 for more information (location and time)
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass tonight at 9:00 pm at the
Newman Chapel, located at the Corner of 9th and Lincoln. Fellowship
will follow.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Mexico Spring break tr ip
Informational meeting tonight at 6:00 pm in the Martinsville Room.
Please attend if interested. This is a week long, volunteer opportunity.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER We will volunteer at Charleston
Manor from 7-8 pm. Meet at Newman Center at 6:40 pm.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP meeting tonight at 7 pm at the
Christian Campus House
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION Family Fun Festival
Volunteer meeting Sept. 19 at 5:45 pm in Coleman Auditorium. All vol-
unteers for the Saturday  are asked to attend this volunteer meeting.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Payment:
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
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it was hardly unadulterated
malarkey, it was that the Sycamores
were plain and simply losing. I
think the sports editor of Indiana
State’s campus paper summed it up
best when he said, “It (the game) is
not pleasant.”
Not only was it not pleasant, but
fans were now seeing why Indiana
State did not go to the playoffs last
year. One first down, 96 yards of
offense and only 8:45 of possession
time - hardly numbers an average
playoff team would put up in a first
half.
Indiana State would not go down
without a fight, though. 
After all, I am pretty sure the
Sycamores were not members of
the Bruce Seldon fan club.
And the Sycamores’ Jason Potter
struck paydirt late in the third quar-
ter to cut the lead to 28-13. 
After an Eastern punt, the
Sycamores’ Scott Collins was able
to knock in a field goal two min-
utes into the fourth quarter to make
the score 28-16. 
Without question, Raetz’s com-
ment about the malarkey thing may
have been useless, but it sure had to
make him feel good inside know-
ing there were no Carlos Huerta
impersonators on his sideline.
That field goal would be the last
time Indiana State would score and
Eastern put any thoughts of a
comeback to rest with an Ibrahim
Bawa touchdown six plays later.
And with the scoreboard reading
35-16, the Panthers had again beat-
en the Sycamores. 
LESTER from page 12
The booters did let up a little after the one goal.
SIU-E took advantage and put together some good
scoring chances. 
The defense, under the direction of goalkeeper
Brian Ritschel, held together, though, and Ritschel
collected the shut out.
Late in the second half the team showed the
effects of playing three games in five days. 
Though they pressured the Cougars during the
last five minutes of the game, it was clear that they
had lost a little something.
“There were guys who weren’t quite as crisp,”
McClements said.
The substitute players helped a lot in countering
the effects of the series. 
Gary Shear came in and put himself into the
thick of things.
James Ryland hopped of the bench and played a
strong game.
“Trey Balch did a great job, he came off the
bench and gave us quality minutes,” McClements
said.
McClements was happy with the outcome and
overall performance of the team, however he said
they still had a bit to accomplish. “We’re making
steps, but we feel we can make bigger steps if we
do certain things,” he said.
Coach McClements also continued to stress com-
ing together as a team. He believes that there was a
slight fall off of intensity following the goal.
STREAK from page 12
LOOKING FOR 
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT, 
INTERNSHIP, SUMMER JOB 
OR EXPLORING CAREERS
Attend the FALL CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1996
9:30AM - 2:30PM • UNIVERSITY UNION BALLROOM
Sponsored by Career Services
For additional information, visit Room 13 of the SSB
New!
Cool Thermal
 Shirts
& Shorts
Tokens has a wide selection of
*Warm Flannel pants
*Cool Jackets
*Stylish embroidered 
sweatshirts
*Sporty pullovers
*Workout suits
E
I
U
University Village across from Old Main
See Us For Class Rings 
clothing is HOT at TOKENS!
Stock up you’ll look COOL.
Change Your Latitude Tonight at...
Lucky Numbers 
Win a color TV and other prizes
$200
$25016oz Margaritas
$350PITCHERS
Pla
y
Ju
mb
o
Lite Icehouse
Attitude adjustment period : 9pm - 1am
Leyland, a two-time NL manager of the year,
said two weeks ago he planned to honor a con-
tract that ran through the 2000 season.
But he apparently changed his mind upon
learning his coaching staff might not be rehired.
“I think this is in the best interest of the
Pittsburgh Pirates organization and for myself,’’
said Leyland, who may be offered the Florida
Marlins’ job. “It is a time for a changing of the
guard as far as the managerial position of the
Pirates is concerned.’’ 
Pirates general manager Cam Bonifay tried
to dissuade Leyland from leaving. But new
owner Kevin McClatchy, who recently ordered
the team’s top-paid players be traded for
prospects, has hinted he wouldn’t stand in
Leyland’s way if the manager chose to leave.
The Pirates recently traded top winner Denny
Neagle, third baseman Charlie Hayes and out-
fielder Dave Clark and are looking to trade Jay
Bell, Jeff King, Orlando Merced and Carlos
Garcia.
Leyland had four seasons remaining on a $1
million-a-year contract that was extended only
last year. With 11 seasons in Pittsburgh,
Leyland is the majors’ senior manager with the
same club.
Leyland skipping
town after season
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
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He is starting on the line for the
second straight season.
Napervil le  nat ive
Westenberger is moving into the
center slot this year after spend-
ing the 1995 season as the start-
ing right tackle.
Dunkle is making his third
appearance this  year  as the
Panthers starting right guard
after recording a team-high 104
knockdown blocks in 1995.
Wilkes is in a starting role on
the line for the first time in his
collegiate career after spending
two years in a part time role on
the line.
So far this season, the offen-
sive l ine has al lowed the
Panthers’  offense to f low
smoothly, as Eastern has already
racked up 1,279 yards of
offense, with 727 of those yards
coming from Eastern’s
revamped passing attack.
While Barone is pleased with
the way his line has been able to
pick up from where they left last
year when the Panthers went 10-
2 and earned a berth to the I-AA
playoffs, he wants his linemen
to leave their  mark on this
year’s season. 
“I want my guys to be known
for something, whether it  be
being a great pass blocker or
good at knockdowns, I want to
see them make their  mark,”
Barone said. 
Although the season is hardly
over with,  the l inemen are
already starting to make their
mark this on the year offensive
line, and part of this is due to
the training Barone had the line
go through during the offseason.   
“During the offseason, the
guys went to a lot of pro camps
and other college camps and we
shared ideas with them,” Barone
said. “We didn’t really change
anything in the offense but we
are doing more double reads so
we are asking the guys to block
two or three different people
sometimes.”
Even with the early success,
Barone is quick to mention that
there are a lot of little things
that need to be worked on.
“We can break down
improvement in a lot of differ-
ent ways,” Barone said. “There
are things like hand placement,
footwork and being tougher. The
list goes on and on and we are
going to use this week to catch
up on those things.”
Still, there are eight weeks
left in the season and Barone
knows his line can be a lot bet-
ter than they already are, espe-
cially with a playoff bid at stake
later in the season. 
“The line can be so much bet-
ter and we ought to be,” Barone
said. “We have strong athletes
and if we just keep it together,
everything will work out.”
$.75
FOOSBALLPOOL
DARTSPINBALL
WEDNESDAY
16 OZ.  drafts .  
JERRY’S PUB’  H I G H  F I D E L I T YSTEREO102 north sixth street.charleston ☎345.9732
50¢
12oz domestic drafts domestic bottles
$1.00
Miller Lite, Bud
Lite, Bud, Honey
Brown,
Leinenkugal,
Icehouse,
Special Export,
Old Style
Miller, Miller
Lite,Miller
Genuine Draft,
Bud Lite, Bud,
Rolling Rock,
Honey Brown,
Icehouse,
Keystone, Busch
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The Ladies of ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
proudly present their 
1996 pledge class
Erica Antesberger
Sarah Baird
Wendy Bauer
Molly Benefield
Julie Burckhartt
Gina Campbell
Bridget Carroll
Jill Cochran
Tera Dailey
Alanna Del Gatto
Becky Drew
Jenny Eagen 
Katie Evans
Kelly Gilbert
Jennifer Graham
Kim Gundlach
Erin Hanley
Cortney Heintz
Christa Highsmith
Amanda Horath
Beth Horning
Toni Jacoby
Natalie Jefford
CortneyJohnston
Vicki Kyrychenko
Jennie Leffelman
Shalimar Lewis
Jalena Martin
Maria Matalas
Jessica Miller
Colleen Moore
Kim Mulherin
Kelly Musser
Erika Nee
Heather Paul
Sheri Provance
Anne Raferty
Holly Redfern
Mairi Reedy
Monica Sanchez
Lisa Scolaro 
Wendy Serrahn
Amy Shelton
Jen Thorsen
Jenny Wagenaar
Amanda Wallin
Carol Watters
Leslie Williams 
Jill Zahara
Jenny Zalon
Amy Striblen
Hey little Sister,
I’m a hound dog.
Restaurant, Sports Bar
& Banquet Facility
Stix Express
Lunch Daily
in 15 minutes
or Free
Dinner Special:
Fried Chicken - $4.95
Country Fried Steak- $5.95
Carry-out Available 345-7849
Never A Cover
Way Back Wednesday
• Best of the  80s •
T rrr yyy   ooo uuu rrr   nnn eee www   
iii nnn t eee rrr aaa ccc t iii vvv eee   T rrr iii vvv iii aaa
Drink Specials
Bud Light, Miller Light
16 oz Drafts. . . . . . . . . $1.25
Frozen Mixers. . . . . sm. $2.10
lg. $3.10
Try our NEW Dance Floor!
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Eastern’s offensive  line (in dark uniforms)  works out during practice on Wednesday afternoon. This year’s
offensive line averages 323 pounds and have been a key to Eastern’s early success. 
CHARGE from page 12
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Brian Lester
Sports editor
Pure unadulterated Malarkey.
Those were the three words
echoed by Indiana State head coach
Dennis Raetz before last year’s reg-
ular-season finale against the
Panthers - a game the Panthers took
with ease in Terre Haute, Ind. by a
27-6 score. 
The reason he even brought these
three words to the attention of the
football public, though, is because
he believed that if his team beat
Eastern in that game - the
Sycamores didn’t even come close -
that his team deserved to make the
playoffs with an 8-3 mark even
though Eastern would have still
been 9-2 had it lost to Indiana State.
As it turns out, Eastern made the
playoffs and the Indiana State play-
ers and coaching staff ended up
watching ESPN’s Keith Olbermann
give a run down of I-AA playoff
highlights from their sofas last
November while eating leftover
turkey from their families’
Thanksgiving Day meal.
So because of what happened to
the Sycamores last year, it would
only seem appropriate that the
Indiana State would want revenge
and avoid any of that pure unadul-
terated malarkey stuff in this past
Saturday’s game against Eastern.
Much to the dismay of Raetz, his
Sycamores ended up playing about
as well as Illinois’ football team has
played this season. 
Of course, Indiana State did
manage to actually get into that
thing football experts call the end-
zone - two times.
Granted, Indiana State did man-
age to score first in Saturday’s
game but from that point on, the
only malarkey taking place was
occurring among the Sycamores
themselves - both offensively and
defensively.
Trailing 7-0, the Panthers tied the
game up on a Bob Rosenstiel
touchdown catch. Yes, the malarkey
was already beginning.
Indiana State tried to respond,
but the Sycamores were hardly
what the typical football fan would
call consistent. 
As it turns out, the only thing
Indiana State’s offense was consis-
tent at was going three and out on
each of its next seven possessions
in the first half.
On the other hand, the Panthers
were cruising at will throughout the
ballgame - particularly during the
first half.
So much for the unadulterated
malarkey.
First Eastern went on top 14-7 on
a Chris Watson punt return and its
lead expanded to 21-7 after quarter-
back Mike Simpson connected with
Rosenstiel in the endzone for the
second time in the contest.
A couple of Indiana State three
and out drives later, the Panthers
struck again when tailback Justin
Lynch danced into the endzone late
in the second quarter to give
Eastern a 28-7 lead that would stick
until halftime.
By the intermission, it was hardly
See LESTER page 10
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Eastern Illinois volleyball
team got tomahawked by the
Southeast  Missouri  State
University Lady Othkians in
four games 15-3, 13-5, 15-9 and
15-7 Tuesday night at  Lantz
Gym.
“We knew that  Southeast
Missouri had our roster so we
tried to change the rotation in
the first game to fool them but it
backfired,” head coach Betty
Ralston said. “It worked in prac-
tice but we couldn’t execute it in
the game.”
After dropping the first game,
Eastern (0-1, 3-8) started the
second game with a 5-0 run. The
Othkians (1-0, 4-6) finally got
on the board with a tip by senior
Theresa Sebacher.
After Eastern went up 8-1
Southeast Missouri called a time
out.
The Othkians came out of the
time out on fire with a kill by
junior setter Tuba Meto, an ace
by sophomore Cathy Pritchard
and two blocks by freshman
Angie Aschoff made the score
8-5. Two straight aces by Meto
made the score 8-7 and Eastern
called a time out.
Two kil ls  by senior  Susie
Thompson and a double hit call
on Eastern made the score 11-8.
Eastern then went on to score
the next three points helped by a
Brown and Harper block and a
kill by Wells.
After a block by Sebacher
made the score 13-12, Eastern
scored the next three points on
two kills by Sommer and a lift
call on Meto gave Eastern the
game and a 1-1 match tie.
In the third game Eastern
jumped out to a 3-0 lead but two
kills by senior Erin Willrich and
Spikers drop OVC opener 3-1
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
Eastern’s offensive line has been coming
up in a big way this season.
The Panthers are off to a 3-0 start for the
second straight season and are currently
ranked ninth in this week’s Top 25 I-AA
poll.
And while there is no question that the
offense and defense have been the main
forces behind Eastern’s quick start, it is an
offensive line that has an average weight of
323 pounds and an average height of 6 feet
4 inches that has been a major contributing
factor  in the
Panthers’ success.
“All of the guys
are working hard and
they are a great
group of players,”
offensive line coach
Clancy Barone said
in reference to how the offensive line has
been coming along since the season started.
“They have a lot of potential but by say-
ing that they have potential, I am saying that
they are not quite as good as they can be.”
This year’s line has a core of three seniors
in left guard Lemont Clark, center Chris
Westenberger and left  tackle Travis
Hunerberg. 
Rounding out this year’s starters on the
line are right tackle Pete Wilkes and right
guard Chris Dunkle.
Clark is starting for the second straight
season after transferring in last season from
Rock Valley College (Rockford). 
Last year he was named to the Gateway
Conference’s All-Newcomer team.
Hunerberg, who is a transfer from Shasta
Community College in Shasta, Ca., was also
named to the Gateway’s All-Newcomer
team in 1995. 
Offensive line powers potent Panther charge
CloseUp
WEEKLY
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Eastern freshman Meleah Cutler passes the ball as teammates Lorri Sommer (22) and Lindey Celba (13)
look on. The Panthers lost the match 15-3, 13-15, 15-9, 15-7 for their first loss in the OVC.
See OVC page 11
IBE MAYSUKI /Associate photo editor
Eastern’s Greg McDonald (12) tries to get around two Cougar
defenders during the Panthers’ 1-0 victory Tuesday. 
See CHARGE page 11
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s soccer team had a
chance to stretch its current winning
streak to three, as they took on the
Cougars of SIU-Edwardsville at
Lakeside  Field Tuesday.  The
Panthers won this battle of the big
cats, taking the game 1-0. 
Eastern is now 4-2 on the season.
One cause for concern came with
seconds left in the game. With the
Cougars net-minder out  of  the
penalty box with the ball, forward
David La France stole the ball. 
La France blew by the keeper and
looked destined to score. He was
tackeld hard and landed on a shoul-
der that was already less than 100
percent. At this time it is believed
that he either separated it or popped
it out of joint. The exact extent of
the injury and how long he will be
sidelined will be determined later.
The game started off as a back
and forth affair. Though both teams
had chances to score, neither could
find the back of the net. Eastern
played well, but couldn’t quite dom-
inate.
“They had definitely developed
some opportunities in the first half
that they could easily have capital-
ized,” Eastern head coach Tim
McClements said.
The Panthers came out pressing in
the second half but couldn’t quite
put things together. They kept the
pressure up however and forced the
Cougars into a fatal mental error.
The only goal of the game came
off a Cougars player into his own
net. At the 54:19 mark in the game
the ball was misplayed off the goal-
keeper’s head and bounced into the
goal.
Men’s soccer team extends
winning streak with 1-0 win
See STREAK page 10
